
Executive summary

We believe many of the issues that confronted the leveraged credit markets in 
2022 will persist into 2023, though we hope to see resolution of certain issues as the 
credit cycle matures. Notable macro themes for 2023 include slower global growth 
with heightened potential for recession, decelerating inflation, less aggressive and 
less synchronous central bank policies, lower interest-rate volatility and continuing 
geopolitical risks. 

A material reduction of the US inflation rate should allow the US Federal Reserve to 
pause its rate hikes. Unless the US dips into a deep recession, we don’t expect a rate 
cut until the labor market rebalances and inflation shows signs of settling below 3%. As 
we progress toward what may be the end of the interest-rate hiking cycle, we expect 
interest rate volatility to recede as global central banks move beyond peak hawkishness 
― although higher rates will linger, driven by regional differences in growth and inflation. 
Markets will pivot from pricing interest rate risk to pricing fundamental risk, potentially 
with recessions scattered around the globe.

Given the risk of a weaker earnings environment, we expect ratings downgrades and 
defaults to increase. Over the near term, we believe higher-quality leveraged credits 
will continue to outperform lower-quality should macro conditions remain challenged. 
Considering high starting all-in yields, we believe leveraged credit still offers fairly 
attractive relative value; given the late-cycle backdrop, however, we see the need for 
careful credit selection and monitoring. 

Review of 2022

By many accounts, 2022 was a tumultuous year. More than two years since the start of 
a global pandemic, economies and markets faced the aftermath of monetary and fiscal 
policies aimed at taming the dovish overshoot from prior years. Inflation swelled globally 
to levels not seen in decades, geopolitical shocks created an energy crisis, central bank 
policy exhibited peak hawkishness and global bond yields spiked. 

Certainly, the macro backdrop looked supportive at the start of the year. In the United 
States, solid corporate earnings, excess consumer savings and a robust labor market 
created a favorable environment for risk assets. Inflation proved to be more than 
transitory, however, as it accelerated from core products into services and was further 
amplified by commodity price increases after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. As a result, 
what was favorable for markets in 2020 and 2021 quickly became a headwind; the Fed 
and other central banks were forced to play catch-up. The fed funds rate increased by 
more than 350 basis points (bp) from the start of the year ― the fastest pace of monetary 
policy tightening in history. 

This unforeseen aggressiveness in Fed policy resulted in market volatility, with no 
shortage of debates about the size of rate hikes and terminal rates. The yield on 10-year 
US Treasury notes increased by more than 300 bp, creating a massive reset in financial 
asset valuations and upending a prolonged period of low yields and excess liquidity. 
Nearly all risk assets felt the pain, but duration-sensitive assets bore the brunt of it. 
Looking at Exhibit 1, equities lost 18.11%. US Treasuries were deeply in the red at –12.46%, 
which was not constructive for fixed-rate corporate credits, including both investment 
grade and high yield bonds. Given the rapid increase in Libor/SOFR base rates, floating-
rate senior loans did well relative to other asset classes, finishing the year only slightly 
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in the red at –0.6%. Negative market sentiment and interest-rate sensitivity drove 
performance in 2022, while corporate fundamentals did not weigh as much on valuations, 
particularly in the first half of the year. 

Exhibit 1. Risk assets broadly sustained losses in 2022 

As of 12/31/22. Source: Source: LCD, Bloomberg. Equities are represented by the S&P 500 index and by the Nasdaq Composite 
index. US Treasuries are represented by the Bloomberg US Treasury index. Investment grade (IG) bonds are represented by the 
Bloomberg US Corporate index. High yield bonds (HY) are represented by the Bloomberg US Corporate High Yield index. Loans 
represented by the Morningstar LSTA US Leveraged Loan index. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.

Spotlight on leveraged credit

While there were many similar themes across the senior loan and high yield bond markets, 
the floating-rate characteristics of the loan market versus the fixed characteristics of 
the high yield market explained much of their total-return differences in 2022. To start 
the year, loans benefited from increased demand as investors anticipated a meaningful 
rise in short-term interest rates. By contrast, demand for high-yield bonds quickly 
diminished. As the Fed and other central banks signaled their plans to tame inflation at 
any cost, bond yields jumped, leading to some of the worst total return declines on record 
for the high yield bond market.

For loans, the average bid of the index started the year above the 98.5 mark, leaving little 
opportunity for market value appreciation. As volatility picked up and technical factors 
weakened, the loans moved lower along with other asset classes but at a fraction of the 
pace of other assets. Still, loan bids dropped to the low-90s and hovered around those 
levels for the better part of the year, while the coupon component of total return helped 
offset some of the market value declines. Thanks to the floating rate nature of loans, the 
US loan market fared notably better than the high yield bond market in 2022.

That said, the environment for loans was far from rosy, with a myriad of challenges 
developing along the way. Borrowers faced an increasingly difficult economic backdrop, 
putting both technical and fundamental factors under pressure, and causing performance 
dispersion at the rating and sector level. Initially, technical factors drove secondary trading 
levels, with investors concerned about inflation and whether companies could successfully 
pass price increases through to consumers. Once it became evident that the Fed would 
hike aggressively, uncertainty started to mount around earnings growth and higher 
financing costs, and investors began to weigh the implications on issuer fundamentals.

The capital structures of borrowers that reported earnings misses came under pressure, 
and their loans traded off. The performance of CCC-rated loans (Exhibit 2) was the third 
worst on record; and the performance gap between BB-rated and B-rated loans was the 
widest since 2008. At an even more granular level, returns for loans rated B+ and B- were 
more than five percentage points apart, at 1.96% and –3.23%, respectively. Returns for the 
B- cohort particularly were influenced by heightened downgrade risk in a market with a
large and growing base of collateralized loan obligation (CLO) buyers, who have structural
limits on the permissible concentration of CCC holdings.

US loans’ floating rate features 
helped them outperform high yield 
bonds in 2022.
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The high yield market was similar, showing preference for higher-rated cohorts but more 
nuanced as shorter-duration profiles generally outperformed. The outperformance of 
B-rated bonds was largely due to lower duration compared to BB-rated bonds. CCC-rated
bonds disproportionately came under pressure in the latter part of the year, given the
heightened focus on fundamentals.

Exhibit 2. Higher-rated leveraged credit cohorts fared better in 2022
Total return

As of 12/31/22. Source: LCD, Bloomberg. High yield bonds (HY) represented by the Bloomberg US Corporate High Yield index. Loans 
represented by the Morningstar LSTA US Leveraged Loan index. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.

We believe many of the issues that confronted the leveraged credit markets in 2022 will 
persist into 2023, though we hope to see resolution of certain issues as the credit cycle 
matures. Notable macro themes for 2023 include slower global growth with heightened 
recession potential, deceleration from peak inflation levels, less aggressive and less 
synchronous central bank policies, lower rate volatility and continuing geopolitical risks. 
While macro news will have an impact on technical factors, fundamentals likely will be a 
bigger story. A weaker earnings environment raises the prospects of more downgrades 
and defaults and continued ratings and sector dispersion among weaker credit profiles, 
particularly among loans. Some of the downside potential already is reflected in current 
valuations, e.g., loan prices in the low 90s and high yield option-adjusted spreads (OAS) 
around 470 bp. Considering high starting all-in yields, we believe leveraged credit still 
offers fairly attractive relative value, but given the late-cycle backdrop, acknowledge the 
need for careful credit selection and monitoring. 

Supply and demand

New issue formation in 2022 was constrained by broad uncertainty and volatility. 
Following a high-water mark of $615 billion in 2021, total institutional loan issuance was 
just $225 billion ― the lowest since 2011 and well below the post-global financial crisis 
average of $355 billion. The pullback was exacerbated by a handful of large deals that 
were shelved during syndication, leaving the underwritten loans on bank balance sheets. 
In general, the difficult economic backdrop, higher financing costs and notable declines in 
secondary trading levels were not supportive for the syndication of new loans.

For 2023, we expect issuance to improve but expect another light year in deal flow 
compared to recent historical standards. Informing our view is a continuation of below-
trend merger and acquisition (M&A) activity due to the rising cost of debt (although private 
equity cash coffers remain robust), greater selectivity of large corporate and investment 
banks toward underwriting large deals and lower investor appetite for loans amidst other 
attractive yield opportunities in fixed income. Therefore, we don’t envision a strong 
catalyst to drive new loan activity meaningfully higher in 2023. Our forecast for gross 
issuance is around $250–300 billion, with most of the volume launching in the second half 
of the year, assuming a clearer economic outlook. 
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Many of the issues that affected 
markets in 2022 will persist into 
2023, but we hope to see some 
resolution as the credit cycle matures.
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As part of that gross issuance estimate, we note that refinancing activity should increase 
somewhat, due in part to the loan market’s need to transition fully away from Libor by 
Libor’s cessation date of June 30, 2023. Since only about one-fifth of the market has 
transitioned so far, there will be heightened urgency for issuers to meet the deadline. 
While many issuers have fallback language embedded in their credit agreements, those 
who don’t will require refinancing transactions. We think a relatively orderly transition will 
ensue ― market participants have been preparing well in advance of Libor’s cessation date 
― but we expect to see refinancing volumes increase as the deadline approaches.

Turning to high yield, full-year issuance was a lackluster $102.0 billion given limited 
acquisition-related financing ― a stark reversal from the prior year’s record $465.5 billion 
and the lowest gross annual figure since 2008 (Exhibit 3). Subdued issuance and an 
increase of issuing company upgrades to investment grade status decreased the size of 
the high yield market to $1.4 trillion as represented by the Bloomberg High Yield index , 
aligning it with the $1.4 trillion leveraged loan market. 

Looking ahead in 2023, greater clarity as to the path of rates ― including a potential Fed 
pause ― could bode well for high yield issuance, prompting issuers look to lock in fixed 
rate financings amid fears of rate volatility extending into 2024. Another tailwind is the 
potential for a notable uptick in bond-for-loan refinancings. As the Libor transition deadline 
approaches for the loan market, borrowers may find funding costs in the high yield bond 
market to be more attractive. Although we expect “refi” activity to increase, it is unlikely to 
be significant: we believe borrowers will be able to stay on the sidelines a little longer due 
to pushed-out maturities, with less than $120 billion expected to mature in the next two 
years (Exhibit 4), and reasonable liquidity on balance sheets. Overall, we forecast $160–
200 billion of high yield supply in 2023. 

Exhibit 3. Loan and high yield issuance should increase in 2023
Year-end issuance in US$ billions

As of 12/31/22. Source: LCD. 

Exhibit 4. Extended maturities should allow borrowers to stay on the sidelines longer
Maturity profile in $US billions

As of 12/31/22. Source: LCD. 
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Pivoting to investor demand, interest in leveraged loans was highly mixed in 2022. CLOs 
were the dominant drivers of loan demand, with total origination of approximately $129 
billion. While lower than 2021’s record figure of $187 billion, it was still the second highest 
full-year tally in the history of the asset class. With widening liabilities across the entire 
debt stack and sparse new issue loan supply, managers found creative solutions to ink 
deals, such as tapping into the secondary loan market to build portfolios via “print-and-
sprint” transactions and issuing shorter-dated or static structures. In other words, the weak 
primary market did not materially impact the ability of seasoned managers to execute 
transactions, with many deals being a byproduct of PO-driven arbitrage (“principal only,” 
i.e., driven by price convexity), which works when loan prices soften considerably, a
prevailing market dynamic for a large part of the year.

In the first half of 2023, we expect spreads to remain well wide of 200 bp for new-issue, 
AAA-rated CLO tranches. The overall CLO AAA investor base has been constrained 
recently due to the reluctance of US banks to invest, given their heightened need for 
improving capital ratios. Additionally, the bid from Japanese investors has been pressured 
because of higher hedging costs and a stronger US dollar. What’s more, new issue CLO 
paper will face stiffer competition from a relative value perspective ― a function of wider 
spreads in the secondary CLO market and other securitized products. The shift in market 
sentiment has come at the expense of smaller managers as well-seasoned and larger 
managers have gained market share.

These trends likely will continue into 2023, as we expect CLO formation to remain 
primarily available to only select managers and via the use of structural/economics levers: 
e.g., static structures with one-year non-call periods and three-year reinvestment periods
versus traditional two-year non-call and five-year reinvestment periods. We expect gross
CLO issuance levels to be around $90–100 billion. Downside risks to our forecast include
the challenging backdrop for AAA investors, constrained new issue supply for loans,
potential for an improvement in secondary loan prices for stronger-rated issuers (limiting
opportunistic deals) and increased difficulty for managers sourcing equity capital amidst a
recessionary environment. Upside drivers could emerge if we see an improvement in the
macro environment, tighter CLO liabilities and a notable uptick in loan supply.

The other measurable sources of demand for loans ― mutual funds and ETFs ― 
experienced net outflows for the year (Exhibit 5). Macro uncertainties and general investor 
unease, together with a more competitive yield opportunity set, outweighed any demand 
tailwind from the strong rise in short-term rates, which historically has been a positive 
driver of retail flows. After a net inflow of $24.5 billion through the first four months of the 
year, monthly redemption activity averaged close to $5 billion for the balance of the year, 
resulting in a net outflow of $13.5 billion. For 2023, late-cycle dynamics will likely continue 
to weigh on retail investor appetite for below-investment grade risk assets, particularly 
given attractive yield opportunities across the higher quality parts of fixed income. 
Therefore, we think retail flows are likely to remain net negative in 2023. 

Retail investors also exited high yield bonds in 2022, as they became increasingly bearish 
on credit risk and more sensitive to duration. The latter should be less a concern for 
2023, assuming rate volatility subsides. Therefore, we expect interest in the asset class to 
improve, barring a deep and prolonged recession. 
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Exhibit 5. Loan demand should decline in 2023 due to weaker CLO issuance and 
challenged retail fund flows
Annual CLO issuance, retail loan fund flows and retail high yield bond flows, US$ billions

Latest available data as of 12/31/22 (CLO issuance, loan fund flows), 11/30/22 (HY fund flows). Source: LCD, Lipper FMI, Morningstar.

Defaults and fundamentals

Following a period of strong growth and balance sheet improvement, issuer fundamentals 
started to show signs of weakness during 2022. While default rates remained near historic 
lows in both the loan and high yield bond markets, other distressed metrics ― such as 
loans trading below 80 percent of par, high-yield bonds with an OAS of 1000 bp or more 
and the percentage of CCC-rated paper ― increased notably. 

For the loan market, the ratio of downgrades to upgrades widened, as the cumulative 
effects of higher interest rates and increasing margin pressure began to weigh on highly 
leveraged balance sheets. All things considered, we expect most issuers to successfully 
navigate the higher-for-longer rate environment and the anticipated economic downturn, 
as 2023 and 2024 loan maturities remain manageable (less than $100 billion total is set 
to mature in 2023 and 2024). Nonetheless, a handful of loan issuers with unsustainable 
capital structures likely will be unable to refinance. Therefore, we project loan index 
default rates to increase closer to the historical average range of 2–3% (Exhibit 6).

We forecast a similar range for the high yield bond market, where the prevalence of 
fallen angels over the past few years has skewed the ratings profile upward, though the 
market still holds a much higher concentration in CCC-rated companies. Leveraged credit 
markets may not see a peak in defaults for the current cycle until 2024, as fundamental 
challenges grow and maturities begin to approach. In general, default activity should be 
tempered in the near term by the relatively healthy fundamentals of most borrowers. For 
reference, average interest coverage ratios closed out 2022 at 6.0x and 5.8x for loans 
(public filers) and high yield, respectively. Leverage was manageable at 5.0x and 3.7x for 
loans and high yield, respectively.

Distressed exchanges are likely to remain a popular solution for troubled borrowers. This 
has been a prevalent theme in previous high yield default cycles, but is now a growing 
phenomenon in the loan market, where late cycle credit events could be more skewed 
toward restructuring and liability-management exercises rather than traditional bankruptcy 
filings. This trend has been precipitated by sponsors and private equity firms being more 
inclined of late to opportunistically take advantage of embedded structural flexibilities in 
credit documents and inject super priority financing, to the potential detriment of existing 
lenders. LCD does not capture distressed exchanges in its trailing default statistics; as a 
result, the true level of credit stress in the loan market likely will be somewhat understated.

Voya projects loan and high yield 
defaults to increase toward their 
historical average ranges of 2–3%.
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Exhibit 6. Loan default rates should approach the historical average range of 2–3% 
in 2023
Trailing-12-month default rates by par amount

As of 12/31/22. Source: LCD (loans), BofA Global Research (high yield). Loans: Trailing 12-month default rate as a percentage of par 
amounts. High yield: Trailing 12-month par-weighted default rates.

Apart from defaults, we expect downgrade activities to pose a bigger challenge in 
2023. Rating agencies are focused on issuers with deteriorating credit metrics, including 
margin pressure from higher input prices, increased financing costs due to rising interest 
rates and lower consumer spending due to the drawdown of excess savings. Nonetheless, 
we do not envision a repeat of 2020, in which the agencies took aggressive, widespread 
action based on unprecedented macro shocks. 

Sector views and market opportunities

In 2022, commodity-linked and defensive industries were sector standouts. In contrast, 
healthcare and tech/software-oriented sectors were clear underperformers. Healthcare 
and tech/software together represent more than 20% of the loan market and have 
seen growth headwinds from stricter scrutiny of corporate spending (technology), 
increased margin pressures and more downgrades. These headwinds are largely due 
to a combination of macro and sector challenges with idiosyncratic execution issues. In 
the technology space ― much of which is centered around software providers in the loan 
market ― credit profiles with elevated leverage, thinning liquidity and poor earnings quality 
came under pressure and saw decreased trading levels. Certain healthcare subsectors 
faced continued wage and inflation pressures that eroded margins, while top lines were 
impacted by volume deceleration. We expect these trends to continue in 2023.

More broadly, we are cautious on cyclical sectors as well as those reliant upon 
discretionary consumer spending. Both have exhibited softening trends as price 
increases (key drivers in the first part of 2022) have been more than offset by volume 
declines. Accordingly, we are keeping a close eye on trends in consumer spending 
(particularly among low- to mid-tier income cohorts), as well as destocking and inventory 
buildup across retailers. Other areas that warrant increased caution include lower 
advertising budgets (media), weakening video/broadband subscriptions, elevated 
capital spending (cable); also, industries such as chemicals that potentially are subject to 
softening demand, volume deceleration and inventory destocking.

Sectors that we believe remain favorable include those such as packaging, where 
volumes and price pass-throughs are stable; and those such as restaurants that have 
not felt meaningful impacts from inflationary pressures, as top lines have expanded 
driven by continued consumer spending on experiences. We believe that gaming and 
leisure companies likely will continue to fare relatively well, but the macro backdrop 
and consumer demand will be key performance drivers in 2023. Sectors that we 
expect to remain stable include insurance brokers, a growing sector of the loan market; 
and financials, primarily asset managers and certain mortgage real estate investment 
trusts (REITs). 
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Over the near term, we believe higher-quality loans will continue to outperform lower 
quality (Exhibit 7) should macro conditions remain challenged. Given high coupon carry 
and large price convexity, we believe B-rated loans are positioned for relative value 
opportunities, but careful selection is warranted. As downgrade risks mount, weaker B-/B3 
loans may come under additional pressure. CCCs are likely to stay under stress until more 
clarity emerges on Fed policy and the path of economic activity.

We expect similar, cohort-related trends to pertain among yield bonds (Exhibit 8). 
Valuations appear reasonable and spreads are currently pricing in only a mild recession. 
An up-in-quality tilt could benefit the asset class in 2023 given higher duration and less 
credit risk than the riskier parts of the market, while single Bs remain a cohort where credit 
selection is key. CCC-rated bonds will remain highly sensitive to major macro drivers in 
either direction, and to company-specific developments. Similarly, we expect secured 
bonds to outperform unsecured ones given the prospects for widening spreads and an 
expected uptick in default activity.

Exhibit 7. Recent loan price trends are likely to persist
Percent of par

As of 12/31/22. Source: LCD. 

Exhibit 8. Recent high yield OAS trends are likely to persist
Basis points

As of 12/31/22. Source: Bloomberg.
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Return expectations 

As we progress toward what many see as the end of the hiking cycle, we expect central 
bank policies to diverge globally, driven by regional differences in growth and inflation. In 
the US, a material reduction in the pace of inflation should allow the Fed to pause its rate 
hikes, if the Fed is convinced that nominal rates are in line with expected inflation. Unless 
the US dips into a deep recession, we don’t expect the Fed to cut rates until labor markets 
rebalance and inflation shows signs of settling below 3%. We believe interest rate volatility 
will recede as central banks move beyond peak hawkishness, although higher rates will 
linger globally. As a result, markets will pivot from pricing interest rate risk to pricing 
fundamental risk, potentially with recessions scattered around the globe.

Our 2023 return expectations are underpinned by high starting yields balanced against 
growing fundamental concerns. While there can be no guarantees of future performance, 
we believe that, barring a deep and prolonged recession, leveraged credit should 
deliver positive returns. For floating-rate loans, we forecast a potential return in the range 
of 5–7%. The average coupon for loans is now over 7% and likely will reach well over 
8% due to rising base rates. Therefore, we expect the strong carry to cushion modest 
declines in loan prices and increased credit losses. We think the high yield market will 
perform in comparable fashion. In the absence of material spread widening, the market 
should benefit from falling government bond yields and an improving technical backdrop. 
Of course, both estimates are subject to an array of factors that could shift expectations 
considerably. Risks remain skewed to the downside and clarity on outcomes is still elusive. 
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Disclaimers

The Standard and Poor’s 500 index is designed to measure performance of the broad domestic economy through changes in the aggregate market value of 500 stocks representing all major 
industries. The index includes 500 leading companies and covers approximately 80% of available market capitalization. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.
The Nasdaq Composite index (IXIC) includes almost all stocks listed on the Nasdaq stock exchange. The composition of the NASDAQ Composite is heavily weighted towards companies in the 
information technology sector. The Nasdaq Composite is a capitalization-weighted index; its price is calculated by taking the sum of the products of closing price and index share of all of the 
securities in the index. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.
The Bloomberg US Treasury index measures US dollar-denominated, fixed-rate, nominal debt issued by the US Treasury with at least one year until final maturity, regardless of optionality. The 
index includes original zero-coupon issues. Treasury bills are excluded by the maturity constraint; STRIPS are excluded because their inclusion would result in double-counting. The US Treasury 
index is a component of the Bloomberg US Aggregate index and the Bloomberg Global Aggregate index, among others. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.
The Bloomberg US Corporate index measures the investment grade, fixed-rate, taxable corporate bond market. It includes US-dollar-denominated securities publicly issued by US and non-
US industrial, utility and financial issuers. Securities must have at least $300 million par amount outstanding, at least one year until final maturity, regardless of optionality and must be rated 
investment grade (Baa3/BBB-/BBB- or higher) using the middle rating of Moody’s, S&P and Fitch. The US Corporate is a component of the Bloomberg US Credit and Bloomberg US Aggregate 
indexes. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.
The Morningstar LSTA Leveraged Loan index is an unmanaged total return index that captures accrued interest, repayments, and market value changes. The index does not reflect fees, 
brokerage commissions, taxes or other expenses of investing. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.
The Bloomberg US Corporate High Yield index is an unmanaged index comprised of fixed-rate, non-investment grade debt securities that are dollar denominated and non-convertible. Index 
returns do not reflect fees, brokerage commissions, taxes or other expenses of investing. Investors cannot invest directly in an index.
Bloomberg® is a trademark and service mark of Bloomberg Finance L.P. and its affiliates (collectively “Bloomberg”). Bloomberg or Bloomberg’s licensors own all proprietary rights in the 
Bloomberg Indices. Bloomberg does not approve or endorse this material, nor guarantee the accuracy or completeness of any information herein, nor make any warranty, express or implied, as 
to the results to be obtained therefrom and, to the maximum extent allowed by law, shall not have any liability or responsibility for injury or damages arising in connection therewith. 
Principal risks for senior loans: All investing involves risks of fluctuating prices and the uncertainties of rates of return and yield. Voya’s senior loan strategies invest primarily in below 
investment grade, floating rate senior loans (also known as “high yield” or “junk” instruments), which are subject to greater levels of liquidity, credit and other risks than are investment grade 
instruments. There is a limited secondary market for floating rate loans, which may limit a strategy’s ability to sell a loan in a timely fashion or at a favorable price. If a loan is illiquid, the value of 
the loan may be negatively impacted and the manager may not be able to sell the loan in order to meet redemption needs or other portfolio cash requirements.
The value of loans in the portfolio could be negatively impacted by adverse economic or market conditions and by the failure of borrowers to repay principal or interest. A decrease in demand 
for loans may adversely affect the value of the portfolio’s investments, causing the portfolio’s net asset value to fall. Because of the limited market for floating rate senior loans, it may be difficult 
to value loans in the portfolio on a daily basis. The actual price the portfolio receives upon the sale of a loan could differ significantly from the value assigned to it in the portfolio. The portfolio 
may invest in foreign instruments, which may present increased market, liquidity, currency, interest rate, political, information and other risks. These risks may be greater in the case of emerging 
market loans.
Although interest rates for floating rate senior loans typically reset periodically, changes in market interest rates may impact the valuation of loans in the portfolio. In the case of early 
prepayment of loans in the portfolio, the portfolio may realize proceeds from the repayment that are less than the valuation assigned to the loan by the portfolio. In the case of extensions of 
payment periods by borrowers on loans in the portfolio, the valuation of the loans may be reduced. The portfolio may also invest in other investment companies and will pay a proportional 
share of the expenses of the other investment company.
Principal risks for high yield bonds: All investing involves risks of fluctuating prices and the uncertainties of rates and return and yield inherent in investing. High-yield securities, or “junk 
bonds,” are rated lower than investment-grade bonds because there is a greater possibility that the issuer may be unable to make interest and principal payments on those securities. As 
interest rates rise, bond prices may fall, reducing the value of the portfolio’s share price. Debt securities with longer durations tend to be more sensitive to interest rate changes than debt 
securities with shorter durations. Other risks of the portfolio include but are not limited to credit risk, other investment companies’ risks, price volatility risk, the inability to sell securities and 
securities lending risks. 
Past performance does not guarantee future results. 
This insight has been prepared by Voya Investment Management for informational purposes. Nothing contained herein should be construed as (i) an offer to sell or solicitation of an offer to buy 
any security or (ii) a recommendation as to the advisability of investing in, purchasing or selling any security. Any opinions expressed herein reflect our judgment and are subject to change. 
Certain of the statements contained herein are statements of future expectations and other forward-looking statements that are based on management’s current views and assumptions and 
involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results, performance or events to differ materially from those expressed or implied in such statements. Actual 
results, performance or events may differ materially from those in such statements due to, without limitation, (1) general economic conditions, (2) performance of financial markets, (3) interest 
rate levels, (4) increasing levels of loan defaults (5) changes in laws and regulations and (6) changes in the policies of governments and/or regulatory authorities. The opinions, views and 
information expressed in this commentary regarding holdings are subject to change without notice. The information provided regarding holdings is not a recommendation to buy or sell any 
security. Fund holdings are fluid and are subject to daily change based on market conditions and other factors. 
The distribution in the United Kingdom of this presentation and any other marketing materials relating to portfolio management services of the investment vehicle is being addressed to, or 
directed at, only the following persons: (i) persons having professional experience in matters relating to investments, who are “Investment Professionals” as defined in Article 19(5) of the 
Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (the “Financial Promotion Order”); (ii) persons falling within any of the categories of persons described in Article 49 
(“High net worth companies, unincorporated associations etc.”) of the Financial Promotion Order; and (iii) any other person to whom it may otherwise lawfully be distributed in accordance with 
the Financial Promotion Order. The investment opportunities described in this presentation are available only to such persons; persons of any other description in the United Kingdom should 
not act or rely on the information in this piece. 
The Capital Markets Authority and all other regulatory bodies in Kuwait assume no responsibility whatsoever for the contents of this presentation and do not approve the contents thereof or 
verify their validity and accuracy. The Capital Markets Authority and all other regulatory bodies in Kuwait assume no responsibility whatsoever for any damages that may result from relying on 
the contents of this presentation either wholly or partially. It is recommended to seek the advice of an Investment Advisor. 
Voya Investment Management does not carry on a business in a regulated activity in Hong Kong and is not licensed by the Securities and Futures Commission. This insight is issued 
for informational purposes only. It is not to be construed as an offer or solicitation for the purchase or sale of any financial instruments. It has not been reviewed by the Securities and 
Futures Commission. 
Voya Investment Management accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct, indirect or consequential loss arising from or in connection with any use of or reliance upon this insight, which does 
not have any regard to the particular needs of any person. Voya Investment Management takes no responsibility whatsoever for any use, reliance upon or reference by persons other than the 
intended recipient of this insight. Any prices referred to herein are indicative only and dependent upon market conditions. 
Unless otherwise specified, investments are not bank deposits or other obligations of a bank, nor is the repayment of principal insured or guaranteed. All investments are subject to risks, 
including the possibility that the value of any investment and income derived therefrom (if any) can increase, decrease or in some cases, be entirely lost; and investors may not get back the 
amount originally invested. The contents of this insight have not been reviewed by any regulatory authority in the countries in which it is distributed. The opinions and views herein do not 
take into account your individual circumstances, objectives or needs, and are not intended to be recommendations to you of particular financial instruments or strategies. This insight does 
not identify all the direct or indirect risks or other considerations which might be material to you when entering any financial transaction. You are advised to exercise caution in relation to any 
information in this document. If you are in doubt about any of the contents of this insight, you should seek independent professional advice. 
In addition, please be advised that Voya Investment Management is a non-Canadian company. We are not registered as a dealer or adviser under Canadian securities legislation. We operate 
in the Provinces of Nova Scotia, Ontario and Manitoba based on the international adviser registration exemption provided in National Instrument 31-103. Accordingly, investors will have more 
limited rights and recourse than if the investment manager were registered under applicable Canadian securities laws.
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